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Abstract
Background: Due to the growing amount of biological data, it is often necessary to select
the most optimal estimation method for DNA sequence alignment across livestock spe-
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cies. One of the most important benches of genomics is to modelling homology between
considered DNA sequences. A multiple sequence alignment is a potent tool for molecular
and evolutionary biology, and there are several programs and algorithms applicable for
this purpose. The purpose of this paper was to study the most commonly used DNA alignment algorithms to select the optimal tool dedicated for short sequences.
Methods: Four steps of bioinformatics pipelines were considered to benchmark the
algorithms for multiple DNA sequence alignment across livestock species: 1) selection
of reference genome sequences of ARS1.2 for cattle, EquCab3.0 for horse and vicPac2 for
alpaca with a low E-value using TBLASTn 2) removing gaps for these sequences 3) alignment of obtained sequences using examined algorithms 4) matching the quality of aligned
sequences with sequences of reference genomes by more software. The time of computation was archived for the whole analysis. The seven programs were utilized, each based on
different alignment algorithms, namely: ClustalO, ClustalW, Kalign, MAFFT, MUSCLE,
Probcons and T-Coffee.
Results: The result obtained in this study showed that the fastest is progressive algorithms such as Kalign or MUSCLE-FAST. Moreover, the iterative algorithms like MAFFT
and MUSCLE revealed a higher quality of the alignment. The T-Coffee and Probcons programs were computational cost-effective; simultaneously, they were generating a mediumquality calculation in a relatively long time. The best quality of alignment was shown by
iterative variants of the MAFFT program; however, the speed of the calculations was relatively low. The fastest algorithm was Kalign, making alignment much faster than the competitors, but achieving average results in the quality of the alignment. The average speed
ratio concerning the quality of the analyzed algorithms was obtained by the progressive
version of MAFFT, NS1.
Conclusions: We conclude that the results of this study can be used to re-alignment of
variant primers in new livestock genome releases.
Keywords: multiple sequence alignment; ClustalO; ClustalW; Kalign; MAFFT; MUSCLE;
Probcons and T-Coffee; bioinformatics pipeline; livestock.

Introduction
Advances in genome sequencing have progressed at a rapid pace, with
increased throughput accompanied by plunging costs. However, these
advances go far beyond faster and cheaper [1]. The high‐throughput
(HT) next-generation genome sequencing (NGS) technologies are now
routinely being applied to a wide range of important topics in biological,
medical and, veterinary sciences [2]. The big challenges of these rapidly
developed of NGS technology are the proper selection and utilization of
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advanced bioinformatics pipelines and NGS related tools [3]. Advent of
these NGS technologies have enabled the mapping of high throughput
sequence that were previously not possible on a genomic scale and resolution. In our previous paper, we have analyzed BWA, Bowtie2 and SMALT
mapping tools using three different NGS sequencing platform [4]. In this
paper, we have the analyzed and calculated the performance of the most
popular algorithms that compare multiple DNA sequences in order to assess their suitability for use in alignment programs.

Methodology
A special workstation has been created for the calculation to provide the
same environment for each algorithm. The following alignment programs:
Clustal [5–6], ClustaiW [7-9], Kalign [10], MAFFT [11], MUSCLE [12],
Probcons [13] and T Coffee [14] were utilized to analyze the alignment
algorithm. The reference sequences were utilized from the available MDS
database [15] and from the prepared sequences available in the genetic
maps of the tested animals. Finally, comparison of seven alignment programs were performed using more than 100 selected sequences has the
gold standard (Figure 1). For each alignment program, the sequences
were compared to the standard ones and their quality was calculated. The
resulting equations were then compared with the reference sequences using the software program (Figure 2). The CS factor is the main criterion
determining the quality of the equation. The second, equally important
criterion, is the central processing unit (CPU) time, which determines
how long the program executed the sequence.
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Figure 1. Sequence preparation processing events for multiple DNA sequence
alignment across livestock species.
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Figure 2. Scheme for calculating the benchmarks of alignment score for multiple

Figure 2. Scheme for calculating the benchmarks of alignment score for multiple DNA
DNA sequence alignment across livestock species.
sequence alignment across livestock species.
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The result of the calculations are the arrays containing the average CS coefficient and the
average time of execution of each of the programs on the basis of which the graph was
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obtained (Figure 3). The result obtained in this study show that the fastest are progressive
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Figure 3. Estimates of the average CS/CPU time ratio for multiple DNA sequence
Figure 3.alignment
Estimates ofacross
the average
CS/CPUspecies.
time ratio for multiple DNA sequence alignment
livestock
across livestock species.

Conclusions: Study conclude that the results of this study can be used to re-alignment of

Conclusions: Study conclude that the results of this study can be used to
variant primers in new livestock genome releases.
re-alignment of variant primers in new livestock genome releases.
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